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**Abstract**

The OECD guideline 308 describes a laboratory test method to assess aerobic and anaerobic transformation of organic chemicals in aquatic sediment systems and is an integral part of tiered testing strategies in different legislative frameworks for the environmental risk assessment of chemicals. The results of 308 experiments are generally used to derive persistence indicators for hazard assessment, or half-lives for exposure assessment. We used Bayesian parameter estimation and system representations of various complexities to systematically assess opportunities and limitations for estimating these indicators from existing 308 data for 23 pesticides and pharmaceuticals. We found that there is a disparity between the uncertainty, on the one hand, and the conceptual robustness, on the other hand, of persistence indicators. Disappearance half-lives are directly extractable with limited uncertainty, but they lump degradation and phase transformation information and are not robust against changes in system geometry. Transformation half-lives are less system-specific, but require inverse modeling to extract, resulting in considerable uncertainty. Available data were thus insufficient to derive indicators that had both acceptable robustness and uncertainty, which further supports previously voiced concerns about the usability and efficiency of these costly experiments. Despite the limitations of existing data, we suggest the time until 50% of the parent compound has been transformed in the entire system (\( \text{Deg}_{50,\text{system}} \)) could still be a useful indicator of persistence in the upper, partially aerobic sediment layer in the context of PBT assessment. This should, however, be accompanied by a mandatory reporting or full standardization of the geometry of the experimental system. We recommend transformation half-lives determined by inverse modeling to be used as input parameters into fate models for exposure assessment, if due consideration is given to their uncertainty.
**Introduction**

The degradation of chemicals in different environmental compartments is one of the major determinants of their environmental fate and therefore plays a crucial role in regulatory decision-making. On the one hand, degradation half-lives are compared to half-life criteria for persistence assessment in the context of different hazard assessment schemes \(^1\). On the other hand, degradation rate constants are needed for higher-tier exposure modeling such as, for instance, in the FOCUS models used for the risk assessment of plant protection products and veterinary pharmaceuticals \(^2,3\), or in the EUSES model used for risk assessment of industrial chemicals and biocides \(^4\). Simulation studies, such as those described in the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guidelines (OECD 303 for aerobic sewage treatment (activated sludge, biofilms), OECD 307 for soil, OECD 308 for water-sediment systems, OECD 309 for surface waters and OECD 314 for wastewater treatment) are intended to produce the kind of biodegradation kinetic data that can support modeling and persistence assessment at the higher tiers of regulatory risk assessment. However, there are still a considerable number of open questions with respect to the performance, evaluation and interpretation of those studies. Most importantly, the terms persistence and half-life are not consistently defined in different regulatory frameworks and clear guidance on how they should be derived from simulation study data is lacking \(^5,6\).

The OECD 308 guideline on “Aerobic and Anaerobic Transformation in Aquatic Sediment Systems” was adopted in 2002 \(^7\). It is an integral part of tiered testing strategies in different legislative frameworks for the environmental risk assessment of chemicals. The experiment uses a stagnant and thus fully settled water-sediment system with the parent compound initially spiked into the water phase. Due to the requirement on stagnancy, the system can only be sampled by sacrificial sampling, which then requires up to 30 replicates for one sediment to be ran in parallel over a time period of up to 150 days. For regulatory purposes, two such studies, one with a high and one with a low organic carbon content sediment, respectively, are required. The results of these highly laborious and costly studies (approx. 100’000 Euros/compound) are interpreted in various ways, depending on regulatory context. While their primary use in all frameworks is to derive persistence indicators for hazard assessment, or degradation rate constants for exposure assessment/modeling, there are also other endpoints derived from OECD 308 studies. These are the identity, amount and persistence of transformation products formed, the extent of mineralization, the formation of non-extractable residues, and the extent of mass transferred to the sediment. The last is used as a trigger for sediment ecotoxicity testing of human pharmaceuticals \(^8\).

Several shortcomings of the OECD 308 guideline have been identified and discussed over the years in workshops \(^9-11\), Q&A documents \(^12\) and the scientific literature \(^13-16\). Major points of criticism are
related to the lack of environmental relevance (e.g., sediment depth, stagnant conditions, extensive formation of non-extractable residues etc.), and the lack of clarity on how to interpret the study outcomes with respect to the main objective, i.e., to assess a chemical’s degradation at the water-sediment interface. The latter difficulties stem from the fact that OECD 308 assesses degradation in a two-phase system where phase transfer processes and degradation happen simultaneously.

In this study, we focus on the latter concern and ask the question of whether and, if so, how robustly degradation information for a given parent chemical can be derived from OECD 308 data. In doing so, our premise is that a robust measure of degradation to be used in chemical risk assessment must only reflect the degradation of a certain chemical given a certain sediment. As such, it should also be reproducible between laboratories, given the same sediment. It should be noted that, throughout this study, we define degradation as the sum of transformation product formation (referred to as metabolites in the following), mineralization and non-extractable residue formation, and do not explicitly address questions of how to interpret non-extractable residue formation. For a more in-depth discussion of this issue, see 17-19.

Three types of indicators are typically derived from OECD 308 data. DT$_{50,w}$ and DT$_{50,sed}$ are the time until 50% of the parent chemical has disappeared from the water phase, or from the sediment phase after reaching its peak concentration. These indicators are easily accessible since they are directly observable from the data and can be quantified using interpolation between measured time points. However, both of these indicators clearly lump together phase transfer and degradation processes and therefore cannot be considered as robust degradation measures in the above-defined sense 16.

In contrast, DegT$_{50,system}$, which is the time until 50% of the parent chemical has disappeared from the system and which is also directly observable from the data 15, is clearly a degradation indicator since the parent chemical can only disappear from the total system through transformation to either metabolites or non-extractable residues. Practically, this indicator is even simpler to access than the previous two since it is determined from the amount of extractable parent in the total system and hence does not require the separation of the sediment and water phase, which is hard to standardize. Thus, DegT$_{50,system}$ is a potential candidate for an easily accessible indicator of persistence at the water-sediment interface. However, it should certainly not be used as half-life for exposure modeling where different environmental compartments are typically treated separately and hence compartment-specific degradation rate constants are required.

Therefore, DegT$_{50,w}$ and DegT$_{50,sed}$, which are the actual degradation half-lives of the chemical in the water and sediment compartment, respectively, have been suggested as measures of degradation
that are fully independent of phase transfer processes and are potentially suitable for both persistence assessment and exposure modeling. However, they are not directly observable from the data and therefore have to be derived by inverse modeling. Such decomposition of the measurement data necessarily introduces considerable uncertainty into the estimated kinetic parameters due to model uncertainty and fundamental correlations between the estimated phase transfer and degradation rate constants. Due to the complexity of simulating the OECD 308 system, inverse modeling has been rarely attempted. Radke et al. (2009) carried out the estimation of transformation rate constants on a variant of OECD 308, but neither discussed model uncertainty nor assessed corollary parameter uncertainty.

Altogether, there is an obvious trade-off between conceptual robustness and uncertainty in the derivation of degradation measures from OECD 308 data. The objective of this paper therefore is to make this dilemma transparent and quantitative such as to deliver a sound basis for deciding which indicator is best used in which regulatory context and what the “best practice” should be for using this indicator. To reach this goal, we (i) develop an inverse modeling framework to quantify $\text{DegT}_{50,w}$ and $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{sed}}$ values and their uncertainties for different model hypotheses on the processes taking place in the water-sediment system, and apply this framework to 23 pesticides and pharmaceuticals spanning a wide spectrum of degradation and sorption behavior; (ii) explore the uncertainties of $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{system}}$ as a function of different experimental systems, and (iii) based on the results of (i) and (ii), give recommendations on the suitability and best-practice of using $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{system}}$ and $\text{DegT}_{50,w}$ and $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{sed}}$, respectively, as measures for persistence assessment and exposure modeling.

**Methods**

**Data**

We analyzed 41 experimental OECD 308 datasets for 23 different pharmaceuticals ($n=7$) and pesticides ($n=16$). Compounds were selected based on data availability and to adequately cover the range of sorption behavior (i.e., organic carbon-water partition coefficients) and persistence (i.e., $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{system}}$ values from OECD 308 testing) represented in the Pesticide Properties DataBase (http://sitem.herts.ac.uk/aeru/ppdb/). For pesticides, the OECD 308 data were read from Draft Assessment Reports (DARs) made publically available by the European Food Safety Authority. For the seven pharmaceuticals, including three anonymous compounds, the data were provided by two pharmaceutical companies. For the majority of compounds (18 out of 23) data from two experiments were available, one carried out with a sediment possessing a higher and one with a lower organic matter content as required by the 308 guideline. A list of compounds and available data sets is given in Table S1 in the Supporting Information (SI).
Model structure

The stagnant water-sediment setup in OECD 308 experiments leads to strong heterogeneity within the small experimental vessels. The lack of stirring means that diffusion governs all transport processes, which may result in concentration gradients along the 2-3 cm deep sediment layer. Specifically, we experimentally confirmed that, except for a very shallow surface layer, the sediment is anoxic because of O₂ consumption taking place in the sediment and the limited supply through the stagnant water body (see Fig. S1 in the SI). Besides this, there is a slowly developing concentration gradient of the parent compound and the metabolites as they penetrate deeper into the sediment via diffusion in porewater. This diffusion is slowed-down to a compound-specific degree by sorption to the immobile sediment particles. As the above-mentioned gradients are packed into a shallow vertical space, the geometry of the actual experimental systems may exert a considerable influence on the compounds’ behavior. Despite the obvious importance of these boundary conditions, the OECD 308 guideline does not specify strict rules for geometrical parameters (sediment depth can vary between 2-3 cm, water:sediment volume ratio between 3-4). While a proper mathematical model of the OECD 308 system thus has to account for the heterogeneities in the sediment to produce a good fit to measured data, no complementary data on concentration gradients are typically measured in OECD 308 studies.

We therefore created four different but closely related mechanistic models that represent the same OECD 308 experimental system with different hypotheses on compound fate in the sediment. Several assumptions applied to all versions, as follows. All models used two compartments: chemicals inside the system were assumed to be either in dissolved phase in the water column (i.e., neglecting sorption to dissolved organic carbon) or in sorbed or dissolved state in the sediment compartment. Generated CO₂ was assumed to be trapped outside the system. All transformations were assumed to follow first-order kinetics in both compartments. Diffusion into the sediment was described by Fick’s law. Sorption equilibrium was assumed to be reached instantaneously. Transformation pathways were identical in all versions. The parent compound initially added to the water compartment could be either transported to the sediment or transformed to undifferentiated metabolites in the water column. In the sediment, the parent compound could be transformed either to metabolites or non-extractable residues (NER), metabolites could be transformed to CO₂ or NER.

The four model versions differ in the chemical and physical fate of the compounds in the sediment compartment (see Fig. S2 in the SI). In model A, we assumed instantaneous mixing along the entire depth of the sediment for both parent compound and metabolite(s) when entering the sediment column. In this case, the sediment compartment itself was treated as a fully mixed reactor, i.e.,
transformation processes were assumed to take place synchronously and to the same extent throughout the entire sediment. This is in line with recommendations given in the FOCUS Guidance Document on Estimating Persistence and Degradation Kinetics from Environmental Fate Studies \textsuperscript{20} at level P-II. In model B, we accounted for slow diffusion into the sediment, calculating an effective sediment depth that increases with time as suggested in Appendix IX of the FOCUS Guidance Document \textsuperscript{20}. Transformation was thus limited to the actual penetration depth. As the sediment is typically anaerobic except for the thin surface layer (see Fig. S1 in the SI), this implicitly assumes equal aerobic and anaerobic transformation rate constants. Therefore, in versions C and D, diffusion into the sediment was explicitly simulated by splitting the sediment column into 4 horizontal compartments. In version C, transformation was assumed to be exclusively aerobic and to take place in the uppermost boundary layer only. In version D, transformation was allowed in the deeper anoxic layers too, albeit at a reduced rate. More details on model versions A to D and all model equations are given in the SI.

\textit{Parameter inference}

Although our 4 model versions are still simplified descriptions of the true system, they already possess many degrees of freedom with regard to calibration. Version D has 15 model parameters (including 6 transformation rate constants), 6 initial values and 1 error parameter. Versions A, B, and C have 14 model parameters, 6 initial values and again 1 error parameter. These relatively large parameter sets would be difficult to calibrate based on experimental data alone. The measurements follow certain compound pools in the system, while parameters govern processes that move the compounds between the measured pools. Due to the complexity of the models several processes can compensate for each other’s effect, which leads to identifiability problems. These in turn lead to infinite sets of totally different model parameter values producing a similarly good fit to the data.

We used Bayesian parameter inference to overcome the identifiability problems in a transparent and formal statistical way. Bayesian parameter inference has already been used in modeling transformation kinetics \textsuperscript{18, 23}, but exclusively with relatively simple, single-compartment models and non-informative priors. Here, existing information that is independent of the measurements themselves was formulated as prior probability distributions for the parameters (Tab. S3 in SI). Organic carbon-water partition coefficients ($K_{oc}$) determined in different soils were used to define priors for $K_{oc}$ of the parent compound and for the ratio of $K_{oc}$ of the parent and the most relevant metabolite(s) ($\Delta$). Experiment-specific data were used for the organic content of the sediment. For the remaining parameters, we used expert estimations where available (e.g., diffusion coefficient was set to mean=0.5 and standard deviation=0.5 cm$^2$ d$^{-1}$ based on \textsuperscript{24}) and broad general priors according to our expectations where there was no prior information whatsoever.
Parameters were then inferred following Bayes’ rule: the posterior probability of a certain parameter set was proportional to the prior probability of the set times the likelihood of the set given the experimental data (see, for instance, \(^{23}\)). The likelihood was calculated with a simple frequentist error model that assumed independent and identically distributed normal errors. The standard deviation of the error was calibrated together with other model parameters \(^{23}\). While it would have been possible to only look for the maximum posterior solution that best fits the data, we considered the uncertainty of our parameter estimates at least as important as the best values. To discover the parameter posteriors we used Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling using the traditional Metropolis algorithm \(^{25}\). The covariance matrix of the proposal distribution was tuned during the burn-in phase to keep acceptance between 15 and 40\% \(^{26}\). Three MCMC chains were generated to ensure convergence and stability, each having a total length of 200,000 rounds with 100,000 rounds dedicated for burn-in. Samples were thinned by a factor of 5 to reduce serial correlation.

**Analyses of parameter robustness**

Several sensitivity analyses were carried out to discover the robustness of various persistence indicators (Tab. 1). The necessity of the Bayesian parameter inference procedure (involving independent information in addition to the experimental data in the form of informative priors distributions) was checked by attempting a parameter uncertainty analysis with fully vague priors for each parameter (uniform distribution on the \([0,\infty[\) interval or over the physically meaningful range) for model version D. The outcome was compared to the results of version D with the standard priors. The sensitivity of transformation rate constants on the (informative) prior distributions was tested by comparing the output of model version D (the most flexible) using the standard and a stricter set of prior distributions for \(K_{oc}\) of the parent and metabolites and diffusion coefficients. The importance of describing diffusion in the sediment was tested by comparing the quality of fit in model version A (assumes mixed sediment) vs. versions B, C and D (assume gradual diffusion into sediment). The role of hypotheses about the place of transformation in the sediment was tested by comparing transformation rate constants derived from model versions B and C, because these model versions formulated the most extreme hypotheses about the relative importance of aerobic and anaerobic degradation. Finally, we calibrated model version D on individual experiments alone and also in combination for compounds possessing two datasets from different sediments. In this way, we could test whether the experimental data provided any evidence to refute the universality hypothesis (i.e., that the transformation rate constant was the same in both sediments), and, thus, indirectly test the validity of our assumption that transformation rate constants differ across sediments for an individual compound.
Table 1. Summary of comparative analyses targeted at parameter robustness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Priors</th>
<th>Sediments</th>
<th>Target of analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>vague vs. standard vs. narrow</td>
<td>individual</td>
<td>necessity of Bayesian calibration &amp; influence of prior distributions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A vs. B/C/D</td>
<td>standard</td>
<td>individual</td>
<td>diffusion in sediment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B vs. C</td>
<td>standard</td>
<td>individual</td>
<td>aerobic vs. anaerobic transformation in sediment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>standard</td>
<td>individual vs. paired</td>
<td>universality of transformation rate constants among sediments</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis on the influence of system geometry on DegT_{50,system}

The OECD 308 guideline formulates somewhat soft criteria regarding the geometry of the experimental systems. Sediment depth must be between 2-3 cm, the water:sediment volumetric ratio between 3-4. This can ultimately result in water column heights varying between 6 and 12 cm. These varying system geometries can influence apparent persistence in the experimental system. For instance, for compounds that are transformed faster in the sediment than in the water column, the system can theoretically be manipulated to show a relatively shorter DegT_{50,system} by using a lower water:sediment ratio. To investigate the possible magnitude of this influence we ran a series of numerical experiments under the smallest and largest allowed water:sediment ratios with model versions B, C, and D and the maximum posterior likelihood parameters of our experimental compounds. DegT_{50,system} was calculated as disappearance half-life of the parent compound using the single first order (SFO) method suggested in the FOCUS guideline.

Results and discussion

Necessity of Bayesian parameter inference & robustness against priors

The power of Bayesian parameter inference is depending on the prior distributions. Using vague priors diminishes the advantage of incorporating existing knowledge and weakens the ability to resolve identification problems. Using very confident (narrow) priors brings the danger of relying strongly on potentially wrong information, which would introduce a significant bias in the parameters.

Model version D with vague priors could achieve equally good or even better fits to the experimental data than the same model coupled with the standard priors. This was expected because Bayesian parameter inference with informative priors actually forces a compromise between model fit and compliance to the expectations about the parameters. Thus, from a strictly mathematical point of view, calibrating a process-based model on OECD 308 data requires neither
informative priors nor a Bayesian calibration procedure. However, due to the high number of interacting model parameters, it is not guaranteed that the calibrated parameter values conform to the modeller’s knowledge or expectations. Compared to the standard prior set, vague priors introduced convergence problems into MCMC sampling and increased the uncertainty (in terms of bias and variability) of estimated parameters. Inferred parameters often violated physical constraints, expectations based on common sense, and recommended OECD 308 system parameters. Posterior transformation rates were more robustly estimated, but sometimes reached extreme values (up to $10^4$ d$^{-1}$; Fig. S3 in SI).

The comparison of the standard and narrow priors sets revealed that transformation rate constants were in general very weakly influenced by the informative prior distribution sets (Fig. S4 in SI). There were three exceptional datasets where the narrow priors prevented achieving good fit, probably due to the very confident but possibly wrong priors. The other 37 experiments showed robustness against the adjustment of informative priors, which indicated that the datasets contain some relatively robust information on transformation rate constants.

*Robustness against hypotheses on diffusion inside sediment*

The comparison of maximal posterior probabilities for model versions A versus B, C, and D revealed that model version A failed to attain a good fit to the data in many more cases than the more complicated model versions B-D (Fig. S5 in SI). The total log posterior probability was significantly lower for the entire dataset for model version A than for the others (Fig. S6 in SI). Model version D was the most successful due to its highest structural flexibility. This comparison proved that the simulation of the gradual penetration into the sediment was a necessary feature to describe the experimental data with high fidelity. This finding is actually in line with the recommendations of Annex IX of the FOCUS guidance document to consider the effective depth a substance has moved into the sediment when calculating the expected fraction in the sediment to restrain parameter estimation$^{20}$. However, when reviewing the evaluations of OECD 308 data presented in the pesticide DARs, we found that these recommendations are not implemented in practice.

*Robustness against hypotheses on transformation inside sediment*

Version A was proven to be a true outlier in terms of quality of fit due to the lacking description of diffusion inside the sediment. The other versions B, C, and D achieved roughly similar log posterior probability scores despite their different assumptions on transformation mechanism. As version D was capable of behaving like either versions B and C, it provided the best fit for most compounds. However, the quality gain by its additional parameter ($\varphi$, which provides version D with the ability
to behave like B \([\hat{\sigma}=1]\) or C \([\hat{\sigma}=0]\) was not enough to yield a much better, i.e., lower, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) \(^{27}\) score (B: 11756; C: 11533; D: 11245). This indicated that the experimental data did not provide any evidence about where transformation was actually taking place along the sediment profile. Thus, there was not enough information to decide between the mutually exclusive hypotheses of version B and C, or the compromise hypothesis manifested in version D.

The consequences of this equifinality for the derived transformation rate constants were severe (Fig. 1). The assumption in C relative to B was that transformation in the sediment took place in a thin surface layer, which enclosed only a small fraction of the total sediment pool of the compound once it had started to diffuse into the sediment. To produce the observed amount of metabolites, \(\text{CO}_2\), and NER, sediment transformation rate constants were estimated to be up to an order of magnitude higher in version C than in version B. Values for version D were in between the two extremes. In contrast, since the water compartments of the four model versions were the same, transformation rate constants in water were hardly affected by differences in model versions B, C and D.

**Universality of transformation rate constants among sediments**

Parameter inference on datasets from individual experiments makes the implicit assumption that transformation rate constants may differ across sediments for the same compound. This is in line with the concept that transformation is strongly dependent on sediment type. The calibration to individual experiments apparently supported this hypothesis because typically different transformation rate constants were inferred from sediment pairs belonging to the same compound. Alternatively, one can introduce an expectation that transformation rate constants are universal among sediments by performing a joint calibration of datasets belonging to the same compound but different sediments.

Interestingly, although joint calibration could certainly not surpass the quality of fit from the solutions that considered a single experiment alone, the fit was not significantly worse than the fits obtained with the individual experiments in most cases (12 out of 15 compounds had less than 25% difference in the calibrated standard deviation of model error). At the same time, universal transformation rate constants differed significantly for both water and sediment \((p < 0.013 \text{ in all cases})\) from the results of individual experiments for several compounds (Fig. S7 in SI). This suggests that there is no clear evidence in the data about transformation rate constants being sediment-specific, because the hypothesis on the universality of the transformation rate constants is performance-wise equivalent to the assumption of sediment-specific transformation rate constants.
Robustness against variations in system geometry

The allowed variation in water:sediment ratio can indeed influence DegT\textsubscript{50,system} (Fig. 2). There was up to 40% relative difference in DegT\textsubscript{50,system} between the ‘thin’ (water:sediment=4) and ‘thick’ (water:sediment=3) sediment systems until a few hundred days of DegT\textsubscript{50,system}, which is the relevant range considering the typical duration of OECD 308 experiments. Afterwards the difference grew, sometimes exceeding 100%. Interestingly, neither the sign of difference, nor the model version in which the difference showed up followed a clear pattern, but DegT\textsubscript{50,system} was the most extreme for the \(Z_w=6\) cm, \(Z_s=2\) cm and \(Z_w=12\) cm, \(Z_s=3\) cm pairs in all cases. This suggests that without knowing anything about actual system geometry, DegT\textsubscript{50,system} may, on average, have at least 40% a priori uncertainty due to the sloppily defined experimental geometry standards. This can influence the classification of compounds as (non)persistent: in our dataset of 41 experiments and 3 model versions (B,C,D), DegT\textsubscript{50,system} crossed the threshold value for persistence in water of 40 days for 7 cases, and the threshold values for persistence in sediment of 120 days for 2 cases, within the allowed variation of system geometry (Fig. 2).

Consequences for using OECD 308 data in a regulatory context

There is a disparity between the uncertainty and the environmental relevance of persistence indicators derivable from OECD 308 data (Tab. 2). Indicators such as DegT\textsubscript{50,system}, DT\textsubscript{50,w} and DT\textsubscript{50,ed} are directly extractable from the data with limited uncertainty, but they are specific to the experimental system. Less system-specific indicators (such as DegT\textsubscript{50,w} and DegT\textsubscript{50,ed}) require a rather involved inverse modeling approach to extract and suffer from considerable uncertainty.

Table 2. Comparative analysis of different persistence indicators derivable from OECD 308 data with respect to conceptual robustness and uncertainty

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DegT\textsubscript{50,system}</th>
<th>DegT\textsubscript{50,w}</th>
<th>DegT\textsubscript{50,ed}</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual robustness</td>
<td>- Not fully robust, depends on system geometry</td>
<td>+ Robust, not confounded by phase transfer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertainty</td>
<td>+ Little uncertainty, directly observable from data</td>
<td>- Uncertain, has to be inferred by modeling; Consistent across model options</td>
<td>- - Highly uncertain, has to be inferred by modeling; Not consistent across model options/assumptions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suitability for risk assessment</td>
<td>Persistence assessment only</td>
<td>Persistence assessment and exposure modeling</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conclusions</td>
<td>Easy to observe, but easy to use inappropriately</td>
<td>Promising because of conceptual robustness, but currently highly uncertain.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The simplest and least uncertain indicator, the disappearance time of the parent compound in the total system ($\text{DegT}_{50,\text{system}}$) depends on system geometry, and as such does not fully qualify as a robust measure of persistence. Based on our analysis, the degrees of freedom in system geometry that are given in the current OECD 308 guideline result in about 40% uncertainty in $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{system}}$ in the relevant half-life range.

As pointed out in the introduction, phase-specific apparent persistence indicators ($\text{DT}_{50,\text{w}}$ and $\text{DT}_{50,\text{sed}}$) cannot be considered as robust degradation measures because they lump together transformation and phase transfer. This is confirmed by the comparison of $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{w}}$ values estimated in this study with $\text{DT}_{50,\text{w}}$ values derived from the same data as presented in Fig. 3. $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{w}}$ was found to be always much longer than $\text{DT}_{50,\text{w}}$. This indicated that $\text{DT}_{50,\text{w}}$ was actually dominated by diffusion, and transformation only played a secondary role. At the same time, $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{w}}$ was always smaller than or equal to chemical hydrolysis half-lives reported in the EFSA DAR documents, which confirmed that transformation in the water column of OECD 308 studies also reflects biological processes (Fig. 3). It is of further interest to note that using $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{w}}$ instead of $\text{DT}_{50,\text{w}}$ for comparison against the persistence threshold for freshwater (40 d) as suggested in the REACH draft guidance for PBT assessment, results in a promotion from non-persistent to persistent for the majority of substances investigated (Fig. 3).

Less system-specific indicators that exclude phase transfer ($\text{DegT}_{50,\text{w}}$ and $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{sed}}$) are conceptually more robust, but this advantage comes at the cost of elevated uncertainty. According to our results, $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{w}}$ was identifiable and similar for all models, most probably due to the identical description of the water phase in all model versions. Even so, however, the estimated $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{w}}$ values were still subject to large parametric uncertainty (CVs in the range of 0.5-3.0) resulting from inverse modeling. On top of this parametric uncertainty, $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{sed}}$ showed a strong dependence on the assumptions on transformation mechanisms in the sediment. Available data did not provide a way to decide between the competing assumptions on the compounds' fate in the sediment, so the different (uncertain) estimates would need to be merged in an even more uncertain composite estimate to get a real picture about the uncertainty of $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{sed}}$. Moreover, the universality of $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{sed}}$ values among different sediments could neither be proven nor refuted. The competing hypotheses of $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{sed}}$ values being sediment-specific or universal for a certain compound delivered statistically equivalent fits to the data. However, the two hypotheses resulted in significantly different estimates, which pointed towards a so far not quantified uncertainty.

Despite our sophisticated inverse modeling approach, the data available from experiments carried out according to the OECD 308 guideline were thus insufficient to derive persistence indicators that...
had both acceptable levels of robustness and uncertainty at the same time. Based on these findings, we would like to outline two strategies: (i) a strategy to extract the maximal, yet defensible amount of persistence information from existing OECD 308 data, and (ii) a strategy to improve our ability to assess persistence at the sediment-water interface in future testing.

With regard to using existing OECD 308 data, we suggest that DegT\textsubscript{50,system} values can be used as indicators of persistence at the water-sediment interface in the context of PBT assessment and for the purpose of benchmarking compounds against each other. It should, however, be noted that this persistence estimate is most representative of degradation in the uppermost, at least partially aerobic sediment layer in a small, shallow, stagnant or slowly flowing water body. To improve the conceptual robustness of using DegT\textsubscript{50,system} values as persistence indicators, we recommend to either revise the existing OECD 308 guideline to further restrict the allowed variability in system geometry or to strictly enforce reporting of the applied system geometry (i.e., the test vessel's inner diameter, the heights of the water and sediment column, and sediment dry weight used). Finally, proper usage of DegT\textsubscript{50,system} values derived from OECD 308 data as persistence indicator for PBT assessment would require the definition of a persistence threshold against which these values should be benchmarked.

For environmental exposure assessment purposes, neither DT\textsubscript{50,w} nor DT\textsubscript{50,sed} should be used, but rather inverse modeling as presented here should be used to derive DegT\textsubscript{50,w} and DegT\textsubscript{50,sed} values. These can then defensibly be used as input parameters into models for environmental fate and exposure assessment, but their uncertainty needs to be considered. While we are confident that the uncertainty of DegT\textsubscript{50,w} obtained from inverse modeling adequately presents the true uncertainty of this parameter, the uncertainty estimates obtained for DegT\textsubscript{50,sed} most likely underestimate its true uncertainty due to the underlying model uncertainties. Even when accounting for these uncertainties, however, the Bayesian approach still leads to a clear gain in information when compared to the state-of-the-art presented in the FOCUS Guidance Document on Estimating Persistence and Degradation Kinetics from Environmental Fate Studies\textsuperscript{20}. There it is suggested to use default worst-case half-lives of 1000 d for exposure modeling if fitting of the 2-compartment model fails. Our results indicate that for > 90\% of the substance/sediment combinations evaluated, resulting half-lives in both water and sediment were lower than 1000 d.

It is a common critique against the OECD 308 experimental setup that it has limited direct relevance for water bodies having higher water:sediment ratios, such as most real streams and lakes. Nevertheless, transformation rates derived from 308 experiments could be theoretically used to estimate DegT\textsubscript{50,system} for these different exposure situations. Our data show that the estimated
‘environmental’ DegT50,system varies largely under the realistic range of environmental water:sediment ratios and posterior parameter uncertainty (Fig. S8 in SI). For almost all compounds, there are specific water:sediment ratios that either make the compound lie above or below typical persistence threshold values.

Given the low amount of high quality persistence information actually extractable from OECD 308 data and the considerable costs involved in carrying out such studies, it seems imperative to think about possibilities to enhance their information content. Our analysis shows that involvement of additional data (e.g., well-specified system geometries, sediment redox conditions) would help to reduce the uncertainty of persistence indicators derived from OECD 308 experiments. Also, a combined evaluation of OECD 308 data with data from stirred systems (e.g., tests carried out according to the OECD 309 guideline) could theoretically help reduce uncertainty, but first needs to be tested in practice. Nevertheless, the inherent complexity of the heterogeneous experimental system will most probably continue to cause problems in data analysis. Therefore, stirred tests with suspended sediments along the lines suggested in the OECD 309 guideline could turn out to be cost-efficient, easy to evaluate replacements or complements for assessing degradation at the sediment-water interface.
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Fig. 1. Transformation rate constants of the parent compound in water ($k_{wpm}$) and in sediment ($k_{spm}$) in model version B versus version C. The grey bands indicate the 90% confidence interval of the prior distribution. Black points indicate compounds that are believed to hydrolyze quickly. The amorphous regions show the 95% posterior uncertainty interval.
Fig. 2. Influence of experimental system geometry on $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{system}}$ with different model versions (left). Dashed lines show the standard deviation of all relative differences (60%). The experiment with rimsulfuron @ Wildlife Refuge with model version C is shown to illustrate a case where the allowed variation in system geometry may push $\text{DegT}_{50,\text{system}}$ above or below a hypothetical cutoff value of 120 days (right). $Z_w$ and $Z_s$ are given in [cm].
Fig. 3. Comparison of different half-lives of the parent compound in water. Left: Estimated transformation half-lives in water (DegT_{50,w}) versus DT_{50,w} with model versions B, C, and D. Right: Estimated transformation half-lives in water with model version D versus chemical hydrolysis half-lives in water (HydrT_{50,w}) reported in EFSA DAR documents. Whiskers show 95% posterior uncertainty intervals in both panels. Compounds found to be stable with respect to chemical hydrolysis are shown at HydrT_{50,w}=2000 d.
\[ DT_{50,w} = \ln(2)/k_{\text{pm}} \]